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Arcturus and Inhabitants of Her Planets 
 

Comments to a recent post brought up these questions, however before we begin, a brief description of 

Earth information about the star and location: 

 

Arcturus, also called Alpha Boötis, is a star in the Boötis constellation 36.7 light years from us. The name 

derives from Ancient Greek, Ἀρκτοῦρος (Arktouros) and means "Guardian of the Bear" from ἄρκτος 

(arktos) bear and οὖρος (ouros), watcher or guardian. It has been known by this name since 

approximately 700 BC. Arcturus has also been given many names in other languages, such as Chinese, 

Arabic and even in the tongue of natives in what is now Australia.  Arcturus is the brightest star in the 

constellation (of which it forms the left foot) next to the constellations of Ursa Major and Minor, the 

Greater and Lesser Bears. (For example the modern Spanish word for bear, "oso" has evolved from 

"ursa")  Arcturus is the brightest star in the Northern Hemisphere and fourth brightest overall, after  

Sirius, Canopus and Alpha Centauri. Arcturus is a red giant and one of the most luminous in the 

"neighborhood" our solar system also helps form. The Milky Way is about 100,000 light years across, so 

100-500 are merely one to five tenths of one percent our galaxy's total diameter.  Arcturus is about 110 

times brighter than our sun in visible light wavelengths, but this underestimates its strength, because 

much of the light produced is infrared, invisible to a human eye. Total light output is about 180 times that 

of our sun, its lower visible output is the effect of its lower surface temperature compared to our central 

star.  Its mass is estimated to be somewhat greater than our sun, but its lower density suggests it is also 

much larger. This more massive surface area makes her bright. Can our sun be seen from Arcturus' 

system? Of course and quite well.  

 

On to the reader questions. 

 

Q: To any and all Arcturans in radio & signal range, please come in, please come in! We're hailing 

you …. 

AV: (AV = Arcturan Visitors) Awaiting your questions we are, ready and set. Since the questions 

were posed by a reader and considered by you, we have stood ready, or to be precise, orbited ready. In 

orbit around your planet. 

 

Q: I hope I did not keep you too long. 

AV: We have recently arrived, in that the message was first received by another ship, advising us this 

would be happening and the information has been passed along, to make certain one would remain close 

enough. We are the third to be here since the comments were made. 

 

Q: Why three ships? What were the other two doing and what are you the "Number 3s" doing, if it's 

any different? 

AV: We are observing political events, rallies and reactions. One occurred yesterday on your planet, in 

your state of Florida, in your nation the USA, you call the location Melbourne in this subdivision. Europe 

also figures, at the moment. Your region called the Middle East is most important, all of these things 

interrelated.  

 

Q: As I read up and summarized the information about the star, it suggested Arcturus is binary but 

this is not confirmed. If there is another star partnered with Arcturus, we cannot detect its light. Does 

Arcturus have a companion? 

AV: No, the oscillations are the combined gravitation effects of several large planets. Not all of them 

are dispersed around orbiting rings or courses, only randomly lining up, as occurs with the planets of your 



system. The several large ones are in synchronized orbits, so their combined gravity effect is continuous 

and the same upon Arcturus as it would be from a partner, smaller star.  

 

Q: Can you not monitor Earth events from your planet in the Arcturus system? 

AV: Yes, of course, yet not as well. 

 

Q: What is your opinion and analysis? 

AV: The reactions tell us more than the actions. We say you are all doing very well, in the events you 

have collectively created. It is fascinating. This time on Earth in your societies is mesmerizing. The effect 

of developments across your planet has not taken shape and form this way in many, many of your 

millennia. It occurs now in far different form and function. We observe and study with great interest. 

 

Q: I can ask a zillion questions, but the purpose is to address what readers have wanted to know. 

AV: Yes, please let's proceed, yes. 

 

RQ: Have the Arcturians advanced (spiritually) to the stage where there are no longer wars, hunger 

and greed? 

AV:  There is no greed, which is but observance and a reaction of envy to that which is observed. To 

feel greed in others means basics are available; greed is a luxury thought. Not a necessity. It is simple to 

cast aside this point-of-view, this emotion. Yes, hunger and conflict on large scales are a long distant 

memory for us, and none among us are denied sustenance.  

 

RQ: Are they able to leave their body at will when it no longer suits their needs and their soul inhabit 

another? 

AV:  Not so easily, however yes to a certain degree. This is a melding or temporary combination of the 

minds, the thoughts and knowledge of one or several. Think of meditation and the ability to combine the 

effort and effect with others, simultaneously. This places the body and its functions in a secondary 

position and joins the pair, trio, quartet, quintet or larger group, as each participant chooses. We do not 

leave the body permanently or even for a period of time, as you would say, abandoning it or giving it to 

another mind or soul. We prefer the human Earth word of mind, as the soul is what we all are before 

incarnation, as you use and understand the word.  

 

RQ: Have they achieved true equality between the sexes (where one is not dominant and the other 

oppressed)? 

AV: No, this does not exist. True equality means the genders or sexes, disappear. What you humans 

have created thus call inequality is a choice. We do not favor or oppress by gender, against the will of the 

would-br targets of such action. We do not oppress. We disagree constantly, yet we do not curtail actions 

because of it. 

 

RQ: If Arcturus is loving and peaceful, why don't more people choose to continuously reincarnate 

there instead of coming to Earth? 

AV: Earth is exciting, seductive, inspiring and productive. It is a fascinating honor to incarnate on 

your planet, a high honor and reward. You are, almost all of you, loving and peaceful also. Choose to see 

that the vast majorities of you are not physically indisposed to your fellow human, which has always been 

the case. The entirety of you are born to mothers, and nearly all mothers are loving and peaceful to their 

children, the way they become the adults.  

 

RQ: If a soul incarnates on earth after having been incarnated on Arcturus, does it have problems 

with handling/dealing with the cruelty, inhumanity and suffering of earth?  



AV: No and yes, such human faces the same challenge as might any human. Soul memory is shut off 

for a time. This applies to all of you, for many minds from experience on Arcturus' planets are but a 

minority of souls and minds from across the galaxy and many other planets and stars.  

 

RQ: I have heard Arcturians are a very enlightened race. 

AV: Thank you. Compared to what? Humans? We are not so arrogant to offer a conclusion to an 

observer of contrasts and differences. This observation is quite relative.   

 

RQ: Please ask the Acturian to give you a visual picture of their bodies and form. I have seen images 

of these beings, but I wonder what they look like to you. Then you can convey the description to us. 

AV: We will say, you shall discover this when we appear on Earth. As we plan to not be among the 

first to make physical contact, wait until other groups of your cousins have done so. We do not resemble 

many physical beings closely, in this star cluster of which we form part. And do you. 

 

RQ: The reason for this question is that I would like to see how other humans who are so curious, 

react to "seeing" non humans and what they look like. We are a xenophobic race, which usually leads to 

fears of otherness. Look at how we treat racial difference on this planet, with judgement according to 

beauty, ugliness, and qualities of "character." Do they do the same? 

AV: You are not xenophobic, you simply like the idea. Xenophobia is simply an initial unawareness 

To say a group of humans are xenophobic is not fair; it simply signifies that this group has not made good 

opportunity to know the others, and the others have likewise not made a reciprocal opportunity. Humans 

have repeatedly demonstrated great ability to learn, know and adapt to beings seen as different. The very 

few among either group, observer or observed, react in a fearful or concerned way, yet this is no more 

than evidence perfection does not exist. Which you already know well. 

 

Reader preface to more questions: Along with Luci's questions . I first heard of Arcturians from Edgar 

Cayce - Are these statements true or would they care to elaborate ----  

 

RQ:  They [Arcturans] are the highest advanced civilization in our galaxy in both technology and 

spirituality.  

AV: No, and even if comprehensive analysis, comparison and contrasts of all civilizations in the 

galaxy were undertaken - a monumental task we assure you - the conclusions would be too complex and 

nuanced to fit into such concise, succinct statement. We are not so perfectly advanced.    

 

RQ:  Artcuian (sic) energy works as an emotional mental and spiritual healer for humanity  

AV: Yes, indeed and sometimes in fact, as much as we choose to achieve, without interfering 

distortion to you. 

 

RQ: …and is also an energy gateway through which most humans pass during death and rebirth. 

AV:  This is not unique to Arcturus. It applies to all dense matter beings, we all are.  

 

RQ:  Arcturian starships are the most advanced in the entire universe .  

AV: Well…..we have reached a very good level of performance and navigation. Yes. 

 

RQ:  Their highly developed spiritual nature allows them to avoid aging .  

AV: Physical decline and decay occur gently and slowly, very slowly as you would understand this, to 

such point that, by comparison, the effects of age and the physical condition of a body seem to be ageless, 

by comparison. Yes, that is true. 

 

RQ: They are highly abstract universal teachers using colors and sacred geometry to teach humans 

usually during dreamstate . 



AV: Yes. Always by the choice of the human and with permission. 

 

RQ: They have always been very involved and interested in Earth and human developmeant .  

AV: Yes, certainly. 

 

RQ:  What do Arcturians find most interesting about human life on Earth?  

AV: Everything.  There is no aspect of Earth life, human, animal and planet, that we do not find 

amazing. 

 

RQ: Arcturians and Pleiadians are close friends  

AV: Yes, and for many, many eons of your human time.  

 

RQ: What is your best advice for living in the "now" as we engage in this human experience?  

AV: The most important aspect is to recognize that you do. That time is very real but also an illusion. 

It is both, simultaneously. Once this is recognized, acknowledged and accepted, then it is but a matter to 

create the mental habit of knowing you are in the "now" at all times. Just as you know when you see a 

meal that it represents a chance to eat, or if you see a weapon it means a chance to harm. Not that harm 

will come or hunger eliminated until next time. These are nearly automatic perceptions, taken for granted 

they are so habituated into human cognition.  

 

The pattern of living n the "now" is established by reminding oneself that time is always now. Stop the 

hands of a clock; does time stop? Humans will say no, the sun still moves. Then stop the rotation of Earth. 

Human time will halt, and you will be in the "now", physically. Since you do not do this as humans, 

however all of you collectively, could achieve this if you coordinated your mental energy through belief, 

and halt your planet from rotating then start it up again if you wished.   

 

No need is there, for a physical effect which creates the mental perception. Skip this step and proceed 

straight to the mental reality that you are always at "now". Physically meditate with eyes closed, then 

when at ease, meditate eyes open and if needed, remove reminders of time. Take away clocks, schedules 

or anything that serves to engage awareness of Earth time. Then meditate eyes open, after your closed eye 

meditation has been learned to come easily. You will enter the now you already occupy, the difference is, 

entry will be the sensation. In reality, you are not entering but exiting or leaving the illusion created by 

your planet and shifting angles of light. The light will still move, but you will not notice or care. 

Remember your play as a child? 

 

We hope to have answered your question well. 

 

Q: (Patrick returns to speaking with the Arcturans) What will be the purpose of more obvious 

interaction between humans and visitor observers from around the galaxy? What does it bring humanity 

and what does it do for Arcturans? 

AV: This applies not to us only, but to all visitors. Think of a high school teacher receiving students 

from junior high school, or the junior high school receiving new students having recently completed 

elementary education. This is the purpose to mankind. The purpose to us? To interact with you our 

cousins, much as you would do. And will do with us. 

 

Q: What classes will we study? 

AV: Expansion of subjects already undertaken, and new combinations of subjects seen as separate and 

unrelated, and entirely new information, heretofore a mystery. Including information beyond mystery, the 

existence of which is not known on Earth at all. 

 



Humans will learn the link of what are spirituality and applied science, that these are essentially two parts 

of the same knowledge. Mysteries such as the galaxy and universe, recognized but barely known. Beyond 

mystery? You shall all see when this appropriate time arrives. It is appropriate to show a child of certain 

age that babies do not arrive by delivery undertaken by large white birds yet not details of the process. At 

a certain point, the details are informed. Then observed and practiced. 

 

It is not appropriate to overload mankind with information the knowledge foundation cannot yet support.  

 

Q: To all of you Arcturans having "taken time" or made the effort to answer us, my and our thanks. 

AV: All of us? We are but a few, a handful however gladly will be replay this conversation for our 

friends and colleagues, who will be happy and thrilled to know we have conversed. As are we! Be well 

and happy, for we see all of you doing so well. Farewell for now…. 

 


